Chapter five:

a framework for growth

Key to Action Items
Level of Public Funding Required
(Order of Magnitude $ - $$$$)
Operating or Capital Expenditure (City)
Private or Non-City Expenditure
Code Change Only

[$$] [O+C] [Private] [6-10] [Code]
Timeframe for Implementation
[1-5] [6-10] [11-15] [16-20] or On-going
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5

a framework for
growth

The regulation and management of urbanization across
northern Beaufort County around Beaufort is within the
purview of Beaufort County, the City of Beaufort and the
Town of Port Royal. The boundaries between Port Royal and
Beaufort have long since blurred, particularly as contiguous
borders follow few logical trajectories. This matter was
recognized very specifically in the Northern Beaufort
County Regional Plan as it wove together a series of common
interests amongst all three political jurisdictions. The
principal recommendation of that plan was the establishment
of an urban growth boundary that extends northward from
the city limits of Beaufort to the Whale Branch. Within
this boundary it is expected that this area will urbanize, with
the area outside of the boundary to remain as largely rural,
sparsely developed lands.
The largest challenge that lies ahead for the city are the
remote tracts that were annexed by the city. Well beyond the
current service boundaries, the Clarendon tract was annexed
and entitled for thousands of potential homes and supporting
commercial development. How best to connect this area back
to the current service districts is one the basic questions that
this plan seeks to answer.
This Chapter sets forth a land-use vision that assumes that
growth should be sustainable. In doing so, the framework
plan is structured to suggest patterns of growth that are
constructed in a manner consistent with our existing, historic
fabric with a well-connected street network, diverse housing,
access to nature, mixed-use activity centers, and a highly
walkable urban block structure.
And, this plan also assumes that while the basic structure
of the older parts of the city are fundamentally sound, it
recognizes that in order to prepare for a more compact
and sustainable future, new development must be higher
in density than at present. In essence, the next century for
Beaufort will be a period during which it must mature into
a moderately dense, urban city to effectively and efficiently
provide services and attract needed investment.

Chapter Highlights
5.1 Northern Beaufort County Regional Plan
5.2	A Transect Approach to Community Planning
FG 1.0 	The Framework Map
FG 2.0

Urban Services Area Expansion and Annexation

FG 3.0	Incremental Growth Using the Neighborhood Unit
FG 4.0

Update the UDO

FG 5.0	Make the Development Process Predictable

Key Principles
2 Regionalism | We are committed to the implementation of
the Northern Beaufort County Regional Plan as a guideline
for our regional decisions and future urban form and we
will continue to engage and coordinate in regional planning
activities. Our planning will extend to the established urban
growth boundary and will tie together all areas of the
community in a cohesive manner.
4 Growth | We must encourage growth within our urban
service area by primarily focusing on the regeneration
of our current assets through infill and redevelopment.
Development in our urban growth boundary shall be
sensitively focused on a conservation ethic with a compact and
efficient built form that could be serviced with municipal
services in the future.
7 Urban Form | The City will maintain its distinct urban
form by encouraging growth and development using the
model of walkable, urban, mixed-use neighborhoods
established by the historic core of the City.
16 Adequacy of Infrastructure and Facilities | The contiguous
extension of our corporate boundaries will be considered
to the extent that the provision of city services can be
economically and efficiently provided and will be subject
to the adequate availability and timely construction of
community infrastructure and public facilities.
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5.1 Northern Beaufort County Regional Plan

Northern Beaufort County Regional Plan

-0-

“Mixing land
uses—commercial,
residential,
recreational,
educational,
and others—in
neighborhoods or places
that are accessible by
bike and foot can create
vibrant and diverse
communities.”
—Getting to
Smart Growth

One of the principle goals of this Comprehensive Plan is to provide the detail and
refinement necessary to implement the Northern Beaufort County Regional Plan.
The regional planning effort, which concluded in 2007, is a very progessive macro-view
that includes the following shared values/principles for the northern Beaufort County
area jurisdictions:
• working together to coordinate growth in a collaborative way,
• coordinated regional infrastructure planning,
• a strong and diverse regional economy,
• sustainable and fair way of funding regional infrastructure,
• consistent natural resource protection from one jurisdiction to another,
• focus growth in certain areas, thereby preserving rural character and avoiding
inefficient sprawl,
• preserving open spaces,
• preserve socioeconomic diversity of the region,
• affordable and workforce housing for residents,
• high quality compatible infill role in regional development,
• need to balance planning policies with the rights of land owners,
• importance of military facilities in the regional economy and the importance of
coordination with military planners,
• need for continued coordination of the various governments, and
• need to institutionalize this plan through local community plans/regulations.
The plan includes detailed recommendations for:
• Growth Coordination (growth boundaries)
• Regional land use vision at a big picture scale
• Regional transportation projects, including travel demand management
approaches
• Fiscal strategies for the region
• Environmental standards and regional open space opportunities
• Regional strategies and initiatives for economic development, affordable housing,
infill development
• Ongoing implementation and oversight
The following elements are necessary for consideration in implementing the Northern
Northern Beaufort County Regional Plan:

A detailed growth model for city services that is more specific than the urbanization of
land that may never be annexed under the current statutory limitations
An appropriate pattern of development that contemplates more compact forms rather
than simply sprawling throughout the countryside
Nodes of commercial development that could be walkable as opposed to an assumption of
continuous strip commercial frontages
Transportation networks that accommodate regional traffic that will likely grow over time
and local networks that lower vehicle miles travelled through increased choices - both
motorized and non-motorized
Context-sensitive environmental standards that appropriately balance the natural habitat
with the human habitat
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growth area map

Indicating the proposed municipal
growth boundaries for Yemassee,
Beaufort, and Port Royal.

Chapter 2 | Growth Coordination Principles

Figure 2

Northern Beaufort County Regional Plan
Vision Beaufort | 2020 Comprehensive Plan
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5.2 A Transect-Based Approach to Community Planning
The Framework Plan is a land use policy map intended to provide guidance to Beaufort’s
leaders as they make decisions on where and how the community should grow. It provides
the overall structure for orchestrating appropriate patterns of growth and environmental
conservation throughout the community. As such, it is provides the framework for and is
the cornerstone of the Comprehensive Plan. It builds upon the guidance of the Northern
Regional Plan’s land use recommendations with a more fine-grained, context-based, and
natural resource-based approach to land use recommendations.
As land use and transportation are inextricably linked, the Framework Plan incorporates
planned and existing roadway facilities. It also is informed by existing development trends
and adopted land use policy, including the City’s existing zoning districts, the adopted
AICUZ (Air Installations Compatible Use Zones) zones around the Marine Corps
Air Station-Beaufort, as well as local service delivery areas (including water/sewer). In
addition to the methodology described below, the Framework Plan is also based on land
use and transportation concepts that the community articulated and prioritized during
the plan process including:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Depiction of the Rural-Urban
Transect for the American context.

Promoting Environmental Protection & Sustainability
Providing for Parks & Open Space
Practicing Growth Management and Regional Cooperation
Developing an Efficient and Multi-modal Transportation Network
Enhancing and Support Existing Neighborhoods
Promoting Downtown Development
Creating Predictable Criteria for Big Box and Regional Retail

With these factors in mind, the Framework Plan methodology divides land within the
study area into six separate regional classifications or “sectors” (labeled as O-1 through
G-4 and further described on the pages that follow). These range from the most natural
(Preserved Lands) to the most urbanized areas (Downtown/Mixed-Use), with each sector
reflecting the appropriate balance between environmental conservation and development
intensity for the area.
Within the broad regional sector classifications, detailed development specifications/
regulations should be created within the Ciy’s Unified Development Ordinance through
the use of “transect zones” (conceptually illustrated on the right and further detailed
in the graphic on the left as T-1 through T-6), which subdivide each sector and set out
the specific intensity and development details for each condition along the rural-urban
spectrum. On this scale, the Natural Zone (T-1) comprises the most natural, undeveloped
land. The Urban Zone (T-6) equates to the most urban, high density type of environment
in a community, such as is found in downtown Beaufort.
This form of mapping and classification is known as “transect mapping,” and is based
on the history of human settlement patterns. The Rural-Urban Transect is a conceptual
“slice” through the landscape from rural conditions to urban core, and relates development
potential to the ecological conditions and settlement patterns of the land. The transect
creates a hierarchy of and provides the primary classification for the environmental and/or
built character of the various parts of the City.
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The graphic above and the
accompanying table show the
various land use conditions and the
typical design elements that
characterize the Transect’s ruralurban continuum. The graphic
shows a bird’s-eye view of types of
development with buildings shown
in black.
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5.2.1 Transect mapping methodology
The Framework Plan presented here was created using a methodology based on the
TransectMap model developed by Criterion Planners. TransectMap is a method designed
to apply the transect concept to the specific conditions of a particular place. It is especially
“suitable for traditional jurisdiction-wide comprehensive planning.” The criteria for
determining what land use types are appropriate for each sector should be defined
based on the particular geographic, economic, and political realities of a community,
but generally correlate to the Transect zones, which are more specifically defined on the
pages that follow. It is recognized that the Town of Port Royal also is developing a sector
plan and the City’s and the Town’s plans should be evaluated in terms of compatibility,
especially along shared borders.

Step 1: Define Regional Sector Boundaries
The methodology, as illustrated in the graphic below, begins by identifying the lands
that should not be developed based on environmental, agricultural, recreational,
or historical significance. These lands comprise the Preserved and Reserved Open
Space sectors. Then areas that are already urbanized and are appropriate for infill and
redevelopment are identified. The land that remains is land that is appropriate for new
development and is subdivided into Restricted, Controlled, and Intended Growth sectors
based on appropriate development densities and land use types based on proximity to
transportation networks and availability of urban services.

Step 2: Subdivide Regional Sectors into Transect Zones and
Apply new Development Standards
The next step in the process is subdividing the regional sector zones more precisely into
Transect zones that provide the basis for detailing appropriate land uses and development
standards at the parcel and building level specifically. This step becomes the basis
for applying regulatory (zoning and subdivision) standards in accordance with the
community’s vision for growth and development as defined in Step 1. The chart below
(which is further detailed on the following page) depicts an idealized version of the
appropriate development types and Transect zones for each regional sector.

Source: Criterion Planners

Step 2 of the process is most appropriately completed in the implementation phase of the
planning process, which should include a detailed update of Beaufort’s development standards.

Generalized land use types for Transect zones.
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Source: DPZ

The TransectMap method of land classification

Framework Map
Conversion to the
Zoning Map

Regional Sector zones are be further
subdivided into Transect Zones to create the
Zoning Map

Vision Beaufort | 2020 Comprehensive Plan
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Source: DPZ; adapted for Beaufort

Sector/Transect Zone Allocation for Beaufort: The table below defines
the natural and infrastructural elements that determine the areas suitable for the regional sectors specified in the
Framework Plan. This table also suggests the appropriate proportions of Transect Zones within each regional sector.
The Transect Zone application should be further refined as the City creates new development regulations.
DOWNTOWN/Already DEVELOPED AREAS
Proximity to Major Thoroughfares and Major Intersections
Proximity to Thoroughfares , Key crossroads
Areas with limited transportation/utility infrastructure
Existing Low-density neighborhoods
proposed parks & Greenways
100 YEAR Floodplain
100 ft. Stream Buffer
Severe Hydric Soils
Aicuz accident potential zones (APZ)

Wetlands
Conservation Land
Cemeteries
Golf Courses
50 ft. Stream Buffer
surface Waterbodies

RURAL GROWTH BOUNDARY

Parks & Greenways

URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY

lands TO BE ACQUIRED/preserved

◄----------------------------------------------------------------► ◄----------------------------------------------------------------► ◄----------------------------------------------------------------►
(PRIMARILY OPEN SPACE)

PRESERVED

O1 OPEN SPACE

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
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RURAL LANDS/

(NEW DEVELOPMENT & INFILL)

RESIDENTIAL

O2 CONSERVATION G1 NEIGHBORHOODS

NO MINIMUM

NO MINIMUM

NO MINIMUM

NO MINIMUM

URBAN NEIGH-

G2 BORHOODS
/TNDs

(INFILL & REDEVELOPMENT)

CORRIDOR/

G3 NEIGHBORHOOD G4

DOWNTOWN

MIXED-USE

30% MIN

0-50%

NO MIN

10 - 30%

10 - 30%

10 - 30%

20 - 40%

20 - 60%

10 - 60%

50-70%

10 - 20%

10 - 30%

10-20%

40 - 80%

10-20%
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T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

T6

T-1 Natural
General Character:

Natural landscape with some agricultural use

Building Placement:
Frontage Types:
Typical Building Height:
Type of Civic Space:

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Parks, Greenways

T-2 Rural
General Character:

Primarily agricultural with woodland & wetland and
scattered buildings
Building Placement:
Variable Setbacks
Frontage Types:
Not applicable
Typical Building Height: 1- to 2-Story
Type of Civic Space:
Parks, Greenways

T-3 Sub-Urban
General Character:

Lawns, and landscaped yards surrounding detached
single-family houses;
Building Placement:
Large and variable front and side yard Setbacks
Frontage Types:
Porches, fences, naturalistic tree planting
Typical Building Height: 1- to 2-story with some 3-Story
Type of Civic Space:
Parks, Greenways

T-4 General Urban
General Character:

Mix of houses, townhouses & small apartment buildings,
with scattered commercial activity; balance between
landscape and buildings; presence of pedestrians
Building Placement:
Shallow to medium front and side yard Setbacks
Frontage Types:
Porches, fences,
Typical Building Height: 2- to 4-story with a few taller mixed use buildings
Type of Civic Space:
Squares, Greens

T-5 Urban Center
General Character:

Shops mixed with townhouses, larger apartment houses,
offices, workplace, and civic buildings; predominantly
attached buildings; trees within the public right-of-way;
substantial pedestrian activity
Building Placement:
Shallow setbacks or none; buildings oriented to street
defining a street wall
Frontage Types:
Stoops, shopfronts, arcades
Typical Building Height: 2- to 5-story with some variation
Type of Civic Space:
Parks, Plazas and Squares, median landscaping

“Mixing land
uses—commercial,
residential,
recreational,
educational,
and others—in
neighborhoods or places
that are accessible by
bike and foot can create
vibrant and diverse
communities.”
-Getting to
Smart Growth

T-6 Urban Core
General Character:		Medium to high-density mixed use buildings, entertainment, civic and cultural uses. Attached buildings
forming a continuous street wall; trees within the public
right-of-way; highest pedestrian and transit activity
Building Placement:
Shallow setbacks or none; buildings oriented to street,
defining a street wall
Frontage Types:
Stoops, shopfronts, and arcades
Typical Building Height: 2- to 4-story with a few taller buildings
Type of Civic Space: 			 Parks, Plazas and Squares; median landscaping

Vision Beaufort | 2020 Comprehensive Plan
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The Issue

The Northern Beaufort
County Regional Plan
doesn’t consider a compact
growth alternative. The
proposed residential
densities are too low
(2-4 units/gross acre)
to mitigate sprawling
development patterns and
have a meaningful impact
on encouraging walkable,
mixed-use development that
is transit-efficient or that
will reduce the conversion
of open space. The Plan’s
Future Land Use Map
recommends commercial
development for the
length of the Highway 170
corridor.

the solution
The Framework Plans
provides a more fine-grained
approach to land use policy
recommendations. It is
based on focusing growth in
walkable nodes in areas that
are served by infrastructure
and away from areas that are
environmentally sensitive.

FG 1.0 | The Framework Plan
The Framework Plan is a macro-level planning tool to properly organize the Beaufort
community. While it is coded to the parcel level, it is not intended to replace the
zoning map. Rather, as noted in the previous pages, it is an aggregation of a series of
zoning categories that combine to form neighborhoods and sectors. Once adopted, the
Framework Plan can more easily be adapted to the existing zoning categories in the city’s
zoning or serve as a basis for a full conversion to a form-based code in the future. The
matrix below is a cross referencing tool to help guide individual zoning decisions.

Framework Plan Conversion Matrix
Framework Zone

Transect Zone

Zoning Categories

Notes

O-1

T1, Civic

CP

O-2

T1, T2

TR, RE

GR-1

All

All

In 50-100 years this zone could be
another town

G-1

T2, T3, T4

R1, R2, TBR, NC, MHP?

This would also include a number of
County zoning districts

G-2

T2, T3, T4, T5

R1, R2, R3, R4, GR, TBR,
NC, OC, LI, PUD

G-3A

T2, T3, T4, T5, T6

R4, GR, GC, OC

May also include other higher
density residential districts - R2, R3

G-3B

T2, T3, T4, T5, T6

R4, GC, OC, HC

May also include other higher
density residential districts - R2, R3

G-4

T4, T5, T6

R4, CC

May also include other higher
density residential districts - R2, R3

SD

SD

LI, MHP?

Civic/Hospital

Civic

MED and all districts
that permit civic uses

Military

SD

MR, MP

The Framework Plan is a land use policy map intended to provide
guidance to Beaufort’s leaders as they make decisions on where and
how the community should grow. It provides the overall structure for
orchestrating appropriate patterns of growth and environmental
conservation throughout the community.
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Complete Framework incorporating the
entire urban growth boundary

Vision Beaufort | 2020 Comprehensive Plan
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FG 1.1 Open Space sector I (o-1): Preserved Open Space
The O-1 sector represents the basic “green infrastructure” of the community providing
critical habitat for wildlife; protection of water quality and protection from flooding
and erosion; and needed recreation and greenspace for the human habitat. This
category, indicated in dark green on the Framework Map, comprises lands that are
already non-developable, such as wetlands, conservation easements, required stream
buffers, and parks.

Source: Kimley-Horn & Associates

Streams and wetlands are typical
O-1 sector features.

Creekside greenway trail, a typical
O-1 sector land use

For Beaufort, this sector specifically consists of:
•
Existing parks & greenways
•
Wetlands
•
Existing conservation easements
•
Cemeteries
•
50 ft. Stream Buffer
•
Surface waterbodies

Appropriate Land Uses/Development Types:
 conservation areas
 parks & greenways
 limited agricultural/forestry uses
 water access areas
Civic & Institutional Uses:
In addition to the geographic sectors, the Framework Plan indicates two related special
land uses: the existing schools and other civic sites such as the hospital, the university
and technical college, and the library. These civic and institutional uses properties are
related to the community’s permanent civic and green infrastructure since large pieces
of land on many these properties will continue be undeveloped open space.
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Beaufort County
Greenprint Map

Completed by the Trust for Public
Land and Beaufort County,
the map indicates a number of
focus areas worth evaluating
for conservation under various
programs including the Beaufort
County Rural and Critical Lands
Preservation Program. Portions of
this data were used to inform the
Framework Map.
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Non-Hydric soils

The map above shows the nonhydric soils in Northern Beaufort
County in shades of green. These
areas—including most of historic
Beaufort and Port Royal Island—
are the most buildable/developable
areas. Areas in white are poorly
drained wetland soils that are rarely
suitable for development. Portions
of this data were used to inform the
Framework Map. (Map Source:
Beaufort County Stormwater
Utility)

Vision Beaufort | 2020 Comprehensive Plan
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FG 1.2 Open Space sector 2 (O-2): Rural/conservation Lands
This sector includes areas that are prime candidates for moving into the O-1 sector
through conservation easements or other open space acquisition/protection measures.
This sector, shown in medium green on the Framework Map, consists of lands that
should be off-limits to development except occasional conservation neighborhoods at
very low densities. These areas may be legally developable based on current federal,
state, and local regulations. However, they are areas that based on environmental
conditions, urban service factors (distance from existing City services and difficulty
in providing efficient services and infrastructure such as roadways, for example), and
proximity to the MCAS operations (as identified by the AICUZ zones) should be
lightly developed or undeveloped, remaining in a rural or natural state.
These areas include lands identified as rural and preserved lands for future preservation
in the Northern Beaufort County Regional Plan. Future parks and open space identified
in the City of Beaufort Comprehensive Plan Update 2004 were also incorporated into the
O2 category.

Rural area outside of a historic
Pennsylvania town center

For Beaufort, this sector also consists of:
•
proposed greenspace and greenways
•
future rural and preserved lands
•
100-year floodplain
•
100-ft. riparian stream buffer
•
Air Installations Compatible Use Zones (AICUZ) accident potential zones
(APZ’s)
The AICUZ noise zones are designed as a tool for local planning agencies. The US
Department of Defense measures noise in and around the base to determine what land
use activities are compatible in the area. This area, shown in hatching, outlines uses
that are conditionally compatible as well as incompatible; therefore, caution should be
exercised when developing within a noise zone.

Appropriate Land Uses/Development Types:
•
•
•
•
•
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conservation areas
parks & greenways
agricultural and forestry uses
limited civic uses such as schools
very low-density residential development and clustered development
(maximum density: 1 dwelling unit per 10 gross acres)
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o-2 Framework Map

This sector includes areas that are prime
candidates for moving into the O-1
sector through conservation easements
or other open space acquisition/
protection measures. This sector, shown
in medium green on the Framework
Map, consists of lands that should be
off-limits to development except occasional
conservation neighborhoods at very low
densities.
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FG 1.3 Growth Reserve SECTOR (GR-1)
The GR-1 sector is intended as a holding zone or reserve area for future urbanization
in the northern Beaufort County region. Though a number of the large tracts have
previously been annexed in the Grays Hill area north of Albergotti Creek, the extreme
distance from the existing corporate boundaries makes these area impractical to efficiently
serve with City services for at least twenty years.
This sector includes the area north and west of Burton, which is currently outside the city
limits. Because the area is largely undeveloped, it is already under pressure for urbanization
and development. The area includes one large potential development in the Clarendon
tract that has approved development agreements for Planned Unit Developments
(PUDs).
Care should be taken to ensure that this area not be developed as a low-density suburban
subdivision. There is sufficient land area to create an urban center supported by walkable
neighborhoods. In the event that the previously entitled development begins prior to
the ability of the City to efficiently serve this area, consideration should be given to the
creation of a new incorporated community.

FG 1.3 Develop a Detailed Small Area Plan for the GR-1 Sector. In partnership with the
The Growth Reserve sector holds
the line for new development
until adequate urban services can
be efficiently and economically
provided by the City.

County, MCAS-Beaufort, and the local property owners, develop a detailed
plan for this area that establishes appropriate and feasible future road networks,
development patterns, and timing/sequencing of adequate governmental services.

Clarendon PUD

This map shows the boundary for the
Clarendon Planned Unit Development
(PUD) annexed by the City in 2007.
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GR-1 Framework Map

The GR-1 sector is intended as a
holding zone or reserve area for future
urbanization in the northern Beaufort
County region. Though a number of the
large tracts have previously been annexed
in the Grays Hill area north of Albergotti
Creek, the extreme distance from the
existing corporate boundaries makes these
area impractical to efficiently serve with
City services for at least twenty years.
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FG 1.4 Growth SECTOR 1 (G-1): moderate Density Residential
Neighborhoods
The G-1 sector, indicated by the light yellow on the Framework Map, is intended
for relatively moderate density residential development. This sector includes existing
moderate-density residential neighborhoods (generally less than 4 units acre) that are
not likely locations for redevelopment. It also includes lands that are not proximate
to thoroughfares and are not projected to be high growth areas due to limited access
to transportation networks, existing services, and utilities. In addition, poor/wet soils
that not typically appropriate for development are included in this sector, which is
intended for relatively low-density development. Soils information should be overlaid
and investigated a detailed level when developing in these areas so as to avoid the most
sensitive soil types.
Appropriate development in this sector typically consists of cluster developments such as
conservation subdivisions, or low-density residential development on relatively large lots.
For Beaufort, this sector is generally located away from planned neighborhood or regional
centers and close to heavily encumbered O-1 or O-2 land.

Appropriate Land Uses/Development Types:
The community types and land uses appropriate for this sector are:

 existing low-moderate density suburban residential neighborhoods
 moderate-density residential development (up 4 units/ gross acre) if developed
as a traditional neighborhood and if significant open space is conserved in the
neighborhood or as part of a transfer of development rights from O-1 or O-2
 limited neighborhood retail and service uses
 civic uses (parks, schools, religious and government uses)
Conceptual view of hamlet-type
development: buildings clustered
around a cross-roads
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G-1 Framework Map

This sector includes existing moderatedensity residential neighborhoods
(generally less than 4 units acre) that are
not likely locations for redevelopment. It
also includes lands that are not proximate
to thoroughfares and are not projected
to be high growth areas due to limited
access to transportation networks, existing
services, and utilities.
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FG 1.5 Growth sector 2 (g-2): Urban Neighborhoods/TNDs

Mix of housing types in a new
neighborhood

The G-2 sector contains denser, mixed-use development at the scale of neighborhood
centers, indicated by the small (1/4 mile) circles, and suburban, residential development
at the scale of walkable “traditional neighborhoods” shown in orange. This type of
residential development creates an identifiable center organized around a small public
square or green, often with some civic facilities or a building such as a church or a small
store. Local, slow-speed streets form a connected network, with larger collector streets.
Paths form pedestrian connections linking sidewalks to internal parks and preserved
open space along the boundaries of the neighborhood. This pattern of development can
be more environmentally sensitive to its context and can provide improved public health
benefits for citizens through its capacity for safe walking and cycling.
G-2 lands are typically close to thoroughfares and at key cross-road locations. For
Beaufort, the G-2 sector specifically includes areas that are already developed with
neighborhood-serving retail and service uses or at key cross-roads where future
development of this type is likely to occur.

Neighborhood-scaled mixed-use
building

The G-2 designation is also used in areas where a mixture of higher density residential
types (e.g., small lot single family houses, townhomes, apartment or condominium
buildings, or mixed-use buildings) are already occurring or would be appropriate
to transition between higher intensity commercial uses and existing lower density
neighborhoods, and take advantage of proximity to existing centers of commerce,
education, or employment such as the university, downtown, and the hospital.

Appropriate Land Uses/Development Types:
The following community types and uses are appropriate in the G-2 sector:

Housing and civic uses in a
neighborhood








traditional neighborhood developments
single-family and multifamily residential
neighborhood mixed-use centers
neighborhood-scale commercial uses (retail and office)
civic uses
light industrial uses

FG 1.6 Neighborhood Centers
Neighborhood Centers, shown as the small black circles on the Framework Map, are
based on a 1/4 mile radius (a typical 5-minute walk) from a key intersection. They are
intended to be mixed-use activity centers serving surrounding neighborhoods with retail,
services, civic uses, and higher density housing. A neighborhood center might typically
contain 80,000 to 120,000 square feet of commercial uses. A grocery-anchored mixeduse development is a typical use for a neighborhood center. A conceptual mixed-use
neighborhood center for Sea Island Parkway and Lady’s Island Drive was designed at the
charrette and is detailed later in this section.
A grocery-anchored mixeduse development is a typical
neighborhood center, which
may include retail, office, civic/
institutional and residential uses.
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G-2 Framework Map

The G-2 sector contains denser, mixed-use
development at the scale of neighborhood
centers, indicated by the small (1/4
mile) circles, and suburban, residential
development at the scale of walkable
“traditional neighborhoods” shown in
orange.
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FG 1.7 Growth Sector 3 (G-3): Neighborhood Mixed Use (G-3A)
& Corridor Mixed Use (G-3B)

Mixed-use town center
development

The G-3 sector indicated in lighter and darker red (respectively), is intended to apply
along high capacity regional thoroughfares at major transportation nodes, or along
portions of highly-traveled corridors. G-3 land generally falls within areas for higherintensity regional-serving development, marked by the dark purple 1/2 mile radius
circles. Neighborhood Mixed-Use designations (G-3A) are intended for a mixture of uses
intended to serve the surrounding neighborhoods. Corridor Mixed-Use areas (G-3B)
are intended for a mixture of regional-serving commercial, residential, and institutional
destinations.
Care should be taken to limit the length of G-3 corridor developments to avoid the
creation of lengthy, undifferentiated linear strip development. Attention to local
geography and environmental conditions can assist in this definition, with special
attention given to areas in O-1 and O-2 sectors along water courses and near sensitive
lands.

Appropriate Land Uses/Development Types:
The full-range of community types and uses are appropriate in the G-3 sector, including:
Mixed-use building in a regional
center with residential above retail









single-family and multifamily residential
neighborhood-serving commercial uses (retail and office)
civic uses
traditional neighborhood developments
neighborhood centers
regional centers
industrial districts

FG 1.8 Regional Centers
Regional centers contain a mixture
of higher density commercial and
residential uses

Industrial, warehouse, or
distribution-type building
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Regional Centers are mixed-use activity centers with employment and commercial uses
that attract people from beyond the immediate neighborhoods and from surrounding
communities. These centers are appropriate for commercial and employment
development as well as the area’s highest density housing. The area of these centers is
based on a 1/2 mile radius (a typical 10-minute walk)—the larger circles on the map.
Regional centers are envisioned for downtown Beaufort; the emerging city-county
government district at Ribaut Road and Boundary Street; around the hospital and
technical college campuses; at the intersection of SC 170 and SC 280; and around the
intersection of US 21/Boundary Street and Robert Smalls Parkway. These centers will
provide the highest concentrations of residential, employment, and commercial services
in the Plan area. Regional retail and commercial centers should be located exclusively
in the Regional Centers located along SC 280 and SC 170.

FG 1.9 Special District (SD): Industrial/Employment Centers
As regional employment centers, industrial districts also fall into the G-3 sector. Industrial
development is shown around the existing Beaufort Commerce Park and in areas where
industrial and distribution facilities are currently located or approved for development by
current zoning.
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G-3 Framework Map

The G-3 sector indicated in lighter and
darker red (respectively), is intended
to apply along high capacity regional
thoroughfares at major transportation
nodes, or along portions of highly-traveled
corridors. G-3 land generally falls within
areas for higher-intensity regional-serving
development, marked by the dark purple
1/2 mile radius circles. Neighborhood
Mixed-Use designations (G-3A) are
intended for a mixture of uses intended
to serve the surrounding neighborhoods.
Corridor Mixed-Use areas (G-3B) are
intended for a mixture of regional-serving
commercial, residential, and institutional
destinations.
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FG 1.10 Growth Sector 4 (G-4): Downtown Beaufort
This sector is comprised of areas with existing development, with a relatively dense street
grid, and which are appropriate for redevelopment or additional development. These
areas are shown in the purple color on the Framework Map, which includes the historic
downtown.
This area is, in large respect, appropriate for redevelopment and new infill development
and well served with infrastructure (roads, utilities, etc.), and access to services and
amenities. Because this area is already well provided for in terms of urban services, it is one
of the most efficient and most attractive areas for redevelopment of underutilized land or
development of vacant parcels. It is also one of the best areas for development in terms of
minimizing new environmental impacts to natural areas since the area has been built upon
since Beaufort’s founding.

Appropriate Land Uses/Development Types:
New town center buildings in Fort
Mill, SC

In-depth discussion of concepts for downtown development, redevelopment and infill
neighborhood development is included in later in this section. In general, however, the
following development types and uses are appropriate in the G-4 sector, continuing in the
historic pattern of mixed-use downtown development in Beaufort.
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higher density single-family and multifamily residential
commercial uses (retail and office)
vertically mixed-use development
civic uses
light industrial uses
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G-4 Framework Map

This sector is comprised of areas
with existing development, with a
relatively dense street grid, and which
are appropriate for redevelopment or
additional development. These areas
are shown in the purple color on the
Framework Map, which includes the
historic downtown.
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FG 2.0 | 	Urban Service Area Expansion and
Annexation
The challenge in Beaufort County with the development of land in areas remote from
existing cities is the lack of adequate and efficient urban service delivery options. At
present, these urbanized, or rather “suburbanized” areas are often served by a number of
overlapping layers of government and public service providers. The resulting patchwork
quilt of fragmented service delivery has often led to confusion, frustration, and in some
cases a waste of collective resources.
So the question is then posed as to how best to serve the Urban Growth Boundary as
defined by the Northern Beaufort County Regional Plan. With the presence of the Air
Station and Laurel Bay base housing, substantial water and sewer infrastructure (both
on-base and off ), and new schools near the Whale Branch, in many respects a portion
of this area is already urbanized areas with adequate infrastructure. But between the
current primary service area (the area within the City limits that receive the typical urban
services such as police, fire, garbage collection, etc.) and Laurel Bay and the undeveloped
Clarendon and McLeod tracts there is a large expanse of generally undevelopable land (the
AICUZ boundary).
A fundamental premise of this plan is that there exists sufficient land within close
proximity to the service area as well as redevelopment opportunities to allow for more
than twenty years of growth for the city. As noted, the area defined loosely as that area
north of the Albergotti Creek is potentially a 50 year growth area for Beaufort. In fact, it
is both large enough relative to the current municipal limits of Beaufort and sufficiently
developable enough to be incorporated as its own community if there is a desire to
develop it to its fullest extent in the next generation.

FG 2.1 Annexation areas should be contiguous to the primary service area or within a
maximum of 2 miles. Note that the criteria is the “service area” and not other

incorporated parcels that are also remote to the primary service area. [Code]

FG 2.2 The provision of municipal services to previously annexed tracts or tracts beyond
the 2 mile boundary shall be subject to adequacy and availability of municipal
services. In the event that it has been determined that such services cannot be

extended efficiently, the tracts may need to either offset the incremental capital
and operating costs of service delivery or delay development until such time as
adequate services are available. [Code]

FG 2.3 Explore a service delivery model that employs a metro-like structure. As noted, the

patchwork quilt of service delivery in the Urban Growth Boundary is extremely
inefficient. In addition to requiring more efficient development patterns, the city
and its regional partners should explore a framework of urban service delivery
that ensures an adequate, consistent, and equitable level of service for urbanized
areas. The most successful metro service agencies are those that are able to break
down the jurisdiction barriers and focus on the efficiency of service delivery to
the end user. [$] [O] [On-going]
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Extension of Municipal service Area by 2 Miles
(maximum recommended Distance)

The build-out of this area could
increase the current population
by more than 250% to more
than 30,000 residents, not
including other scattered infill
and redevelopment, making it
as large as the current full-time
populations of Hilton Head,
Myrtle Beach, or Florence.

Developable neighborhood areas appropriate for growth

Each circle represents approximately 125 acres of developable land (or land ripe for redevelopment). At a
minimum average of 4 units/acre across the 2000+ acres shown, this would yield an opportunity for at least 8,000
new housing units with a potential population of at least 18,560 (at 2.32 persons per household). Note that this
does not include the infill and redevelopment opportunities within the existing city limits.
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FG 3.0 | 	Incremental Growth using the
neighborhood unit

Cul-de-sac Neighborhood

Research over the past decade has shown that the average comfortable walking distance
for Americans is approximately a quarter-mile or a 5-minute walk. Public health studies
(e.g. Dannenberg, Jackson, Frumkin, and Schieber, “The Impact of Community Design
and Land-Use Choices on Public Health: A Scientific Research Agenda”) also show
that walking regularly can provide substantial health benefits, especially if walking is
incorporated into the routines and trips of daily life. Many suburban residential layouts,
even if sidewalks are provided, often do not provide either a safe or attractive walking
environment.
By contrast, the most interesting walks (and therefore those that are undertaken regularly)
either have a clear destination—as opposed to just walking around—and/or provide a lot
of visual interest and the opportunity for casual social interaction with neighbors. The
second diagram (bottom right) shows how a traditional development pattern can provide
both destinations and visual interest within the neighborhood and thus maximize the
opportunities for walking regularly, with all its health benefits.

Traditional Neighborhood

Each traditional neighborhood within the quarter-mile radius circle would, in its “pure”
form of mixed housing types at higher densities for smaller households as well as families,
normally house 1,700 or more homes (3,740 residents) at an average density of at least six
dwellings per acre. (This is a mix of single-family detached, town homes and apartments).

Cul-De-Sac Neighborhood model

Limited Connectivity (and limited mix of uses): The diagram of the quartermile radius (5-minute walk; 125 acres) circle superimposed on the typical
suburban subdivision plan shows how walking is difficult without a pattern of
connected streets or any variation in the environment to provide destinations
or a variety of experience. Because of numerous cul-de-sacs, much walking
has to be done on the busier collector streets that connect, and thus pedestrians
have to deal with higher speed traffic and higher traffic volumes.
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Traditional Neighborhood Model

Connectivity and a mix of neighborhood-serving uses: The concept includes
playground, parks, school, neighborhood retail; and 1700 housing units
at approximately 6 units/acre. This preferred neighborhood design has
an identifiable center organized around a small public square or green, a
connected network of local, slow-speed streets, and a pattern of collector streets
and preserved open space along its boundaries. Certain collector streets might
become the location for denser, mixed-use development as neighborhood
centers within the overall G2, G3 and G4 sector designation.
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FG 3.1 Require Incremental Growth to be Medium to High Density and Utilize the Traditional
Neighborhood Unit. As truly low density growth is not a viable option for the
economical provision of urban services, it is expected that new development
annexed into the City is at least 6-10 units per net acre with a strong preference
for even higher densities (12-20 units per net acre) where environmental
conditions allow. At these density thresholds, the most efficient and preferred
pattern is that of the neighborhood unit. The Neighborhood Unit is the most
adaptable development type that can accommodate a wide variety of housing
types with mixed-use development with a coherent network of streets and usable
public spaces. [Code]

The burton Neighborhood using the Neighborhood Unit for
growth and Redevelopment

Like the Developable Neighborhood Areas diagram on previous page, this graphic illustrates the expansion of the
City in neighborhood increments. Using a loose network of streets that are reflexive to the geographic conditions
and strategically-placed compact development, there is clear opportunity for thousands of new homes and related
commercial development adjacent to the current urban service boundary.
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FG 4.0 | 	Update the UDO
A form-based code seeks to prescribe the physical design of buildings and infrastructure
while permitting a greater flexibility in the use and activity. These codes recognize that
many of our most cherished neighborhoods and downtowns were constructed during a
period before zoning. As such, these areas have been much more adaptable to changes
in demographics, retail trends, and technology (i.e. telecommuting) than new suburban
subdivisions with rigid setbacks, narrow use requirements, and overbearing restrictive
covenants that typically promote monotony and predictability.
The current Unified Development Ordinance (UDO) is a well-organized, readable,
concise ordinance that includes a number of form-based elements including the Boundary
Street guidelines as well as certain design standards for various “Design Districts” and the
Alternative Residential Development Option.
Dozens of recommendations regarding the implementation of specific design/form-based
standards or other regulatory initiatives are found throughout this Plan. These range
from the revision of certain historic district review guidelines consistent with the adopted
Historic Preservation Plan to the complete reconstruction of the current ordinance as a
form-based code. Additionally, there are specific recommendations made that incorporate
context-sensitive/location-specific standards that move away from generalization of
standards to a carefully calibrated ordinance.

FG 4.1 Update the UDO as a Complete Form-Based Code. Through the years, the City

has added important form-based standards to the ordinance including the 50+
page Boundary Street. Noting the numerous recommendations in this Plan
and other recently adopted plans for key regulatory changes as well, the time is
right to give the ordinance a complete update. Unlike many ordinances today,
most of the current standards for the City of Beaufort are perfectly acceptable
but simply need clarification, new graphics, or more appropriate placement in
proximity to similar standards. Ideally, this update would be complete in concert
with Beaufort County and the Town of Port Royal to ensure predictability
and consistency across the jurisdictions charged with implementing the North
Beaufort County Regional Plan. [Code]

FG 4.2 Clarify Design Intent and Reduce Subjectivity. There

For a community to be successful in implementing
smart growth, its vision, objectives, and actions must
be embraced by the private sector. The private sector
is crucial to supplying the large amounts of money and
construction expertise needed to meet the growing
demand for smart growth developments. If investors,
bankers, developers, builders, and others do not earn
a profit, few smart growth projects will be built.
Fortunately, government can help reduce barriers to
profitable smart growth development practices. Since
the development industry is highly regulated, the value
of property and the desirability of a place are determined
in large part by government investment in infrastructure
and by government regulation.

are numerous design standards found throughout the UDO
that range from clear and descriptive to vague and confusing.
As a result, the review boards have been vested with the
interpretation of these standards often with little additional
guidance in the UDO as to the specific intent of what the
design standard is seeking to achieve. From the extensive use of
the word “should” rather than “shall” (See Section 6.6-Design
Districts) to the incorporation of complex prescriptions like
the sky exposure plane in 6.5K.11 that is undefined and in
need of a graphic to better describe it. Most importantly, the
goal should be so establish a consistent level of detail in all
requirements. There have been numerous additions written
by a number of different consultants with different structural
approaches. A complete update would unify this language.
[Code]

— from Getting to Smart Growth, www.smartgrowth.org
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FG 5.0 | Make the Development Process Predictable
There are many opportunities to streamline the development review and approval
process in Beaufort and in so doing increase one of the City’s greatest opportunities for
leverage. Once development regulations are crafted that meet the City’s Comprehensive
Plan objectives, the ability to provide expedited and administrative review and approval
processes will provide a great incentive for projects to meet Beaufort’s goals. At present,
not including building permitting, Beaufort-Jasper Water and Sewer Authority Review,
as well as any required reviews by state or national permitting authorities there are six
review agencies, boards, or commissions that might express comments or pass judgement
on a development application. This has led to a confusing and perceived cumbersome
development review process that many have cited as reasons why infill and redevelopment
has been so difficult in the City. Below is a summary description of each entity and their
specific mission or authority:

Technical Review Committee: Appointed by the City Manager, this committee includes

the Administrator (Planning Director), the Building Official, and any other City staff
professional that Manager deems necessary for professional review. The Administrator
serves as the chair and is responsible for all final decisions of the Committee. The
Committee reviews and approves all Minor Subdivision Plats and Final Plats.

Joint Municipal Planning Commission: The City of Beaufort/Town of Port Royal Joint

Municipal Planning Commission ( JMPC) is a five-member board. Three of the members
are appointed by the City Council; two members are appointed by the Town of Port
Royal Town Council. After two years, the membership changes to three members from
Port Royal and two members from the City of Beaufort. The JMPC has the following
powers and duties:
• Prepare and periodically revise the comprehensive plan;
• Review and take action on street names;
• Review and take action on cluster development;
• Review and make recommendations on Planned Unit Development master plans;
• Review and make recommendations on public projects;
• Review and make recommendations to the City Council in regard to amendments to
the text of the Unified Development Ordinance;
• Review and make recommendations to the City Council in regard to amendments to
the Official Zoning Map; and
• Review and approve preliminary subdivisions plats for Major Subdivisions.

Design Review Board: The City of Beaufort Design Review Board (DRB) is a five-member

board composed of an architect, a landscape architect, a civil engineer and two at-large
representatives. The Design Review Board reviews applications for development within
the Development Design Districts for compliance with the standards and guidelines of
the Unified Development Ordinance except for those applications where that authority
has been delegated to Staff. It is the purpose of such review to determine, in a cooperative
fashion with the applicant, whether the proposed plan meets the guidelines and other
standards of this district. The DRB also reviews and approves Master Sign Plans for new
development. Planning Staff serves as support for the DRB.

Historic District Review Board: The City of Beaufort’s Historic District Review Board

(HRB) is charged with the mission of aiding in the preservation, protection and
enhancement of the Beaufort National Historic Landmark District. The Board reviews
the following types of activities within the District:
• New construction and additions
Vision Beaufort | 2020 Comprehensive Plan
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•
•

Demolition; and
Renovation, rehabilitation, restoration.

Redevelopment Commission: The Beaufort Redevelopment Commission is a separate and

distinct body politic of the State of South Carolina. The Commission is charged with
researching and recommending redevelopment projects within the City of Beaufort,
coordinating, reviewing, and recommending redevelopment plans for projects to City
Council, facilitating negotiations necessary for the execution of redevelopment plans, and
overseeing project implementation.

Tree Board: The City of Beaufort Tree Board is a five-member board created to study,
investigate, counsel and develop and/or update annually, and administer an urban forestry
management plan. The Tree Board also serves as the appeal body for tree removal
applications. The members of the Tree Board serve a three year term. A City Council
member is appointed as a liaison with the Tree Board. The City’s Public Works Staff
supports the Tree Board.
Zoning Board of Appeals: The Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBOA) is a five-member board

and has the following powers and duties:
• To hear and decide Appeals where it is alleged there is error in a decision or
requirement made by an Administrative Official in the enforcement of the Unified
Development Ordinance (UDO);
• To permit uses by Special Exception subject to the terms set forth in the UDO;
• To hear and decide requests for Variance from the requirements of Chapter 4 of the
City of Beaufort Code of Ordinances, Floodplain Regulations; and
• To hear and decide requests for Variance from the requirements of the City’s
UDO when strict application of the provisions of the Ordinance would result in
unnecessary hardship.

FG 5.1 Consider Streamlining the Permitting Process for Development Applications that
are Compliant with the UDO and this Comprehensive Plan. Section 6.6 - Design

Districts of the UDO notes that “the intent of these regulations is not to stifle
innovative or creative development; rather, the intent is to protect and enhance
the City’s unique aesthetic character and encourage development which is
harmonious with the natural and man-made assets of the Lowcountry.” The
best intent can often be mired in interpretation when a citizen board reviews a
development application for compliance or conducts a public hearing at which
the neighborhood is asked to express their opinion on the proposed change. This
is not intended to exclude public comment but rather to avoid excessive costs
and time delays for projects that are otherwise compliant with adopted plans and
codes. In addition, it should be noted that continued interaction with MCASBeaufort will be essential particularly for those projects in or near the AICUZ
boundary. [Code]

FG 5.1 Consider Consolidation of some Boards/Commissions. The high number of boards

and commissions that are involved in development review is administratively
challenging to support with a small number of professional city staff. In addition,
there are clear overlaps and redundancies in the types of applications that various
boards review as well as the expertise that is required of the volunteers. An
obvious consolidation to consider is the Design Review Board and the Historic
District Review Board but there are also some function that the Tree Board
oversees that could be better managed by the Zoning Board of Appeals or the
Technical Review Committee. [Code]
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looking back: 2007
county
comprehensive
plan
In 1994, the State of South
Carolina adopted the Local
Government Comprehensive
Planning Enabling Act, which
required for the first time that
all counties and municipalities
regulating land use adopt a
Comprehensive Plan.
In 1997, Beaufort County
was the first county in
South Carolina to adopt a
Comprehensive Plan pursuant
to this legislation. Since the
adoption of this plan, Beaufort
County has not only taken
steps to implement that plan
through its Zoning and
Development Standards
Ordinance (ZDSO), but has
engaged in both neighborhood
and inter-jurisdictional
planning efforts and in
innovative programs to put
into action the policies of its
1997 plan.
The policies and
recommendations of the
2007 County Comprehensive
Plan produced this map for
Northern Beaufort County.
Source: Beaufort County
Comprehensive Plan 2007
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